Dear Friends,
20 days, 20 ideas, 20 minutes, $20: Makeover
Here is Idea #2 in our campaign to give voters actual solutions to our current challenges and our 20 steps to a Total
Democracy Makeover.
We need you as a partner in this journey to a healthy, vibrant and thriving democracy. If you like the idea,
contribute $20.
My opponents are in the kowtowing business--kowtowing to party establishment, big money, PAC, and K Street. I
am in the solutions business. The solutions business for Main Street's small businesses-your business.
Our small businesses are the lifeblood of our economy but Congress constantly undermines us at every turn. If
Congress would stop crushing our innovation and creativity and entrepreneurial spirit, then together we can build a
strong and thriving Main Street that will create jobs and restart the engine of our economy.
DeFranco Delivers Idea #2: Equal Opportunity for Small Businesses. Cut all corporate subsidies.
Currently, Congress does nothing for small businesses and everything for corporate monopolies. Congress uses our
taxpayer dollars and the tax dollars paid by small businesses to freely hand out corporate subsidies to the biggest
corporations while small businesses are shuttering their doors on Main Street.
It's a nifty trick--take taxes from small businesses on the front end, subsidize corporate monopolies with no strings
attached, stack the odds so small businesses can't compete with the monopolies, monopolies gobble up Main
Street and grow even bigger.
Once monopolies have control of the market, they increase prices, and the consumer pays the bill on the back end.
Congress and monopolies get you coming and going. And Congress wonders why job growth is sluggish?
Any person in the real world would see that this set up is unfair, illogical and bad for small business. Why hasn't my
opponent done something about it?
It is time to stop corporate socialism. My second idea is a solution that is not only fair but will also have a
tremendously positive impact on jobs and our economy by unlocking the potential of small business and Main
Street.
My solution #2: Cut all corporate subsidies= Fuel Job Growth & Grow Main Street.

If you like Idea #2, click here now to contribute $20.
For democracy,

Marisa DeFranco
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